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Product Designer

www.aravindmaya.com

aravindnitt@gmail.com

(561)-679-7033

Work experience
IUPUI | Research Assistant


Indianapolis, IN | (Present )



- Exploring Human data interaction (HDI) for Data Lab at IUPUI as Research Assistant under 

prof. Francesco Cafaro, Ph.D

- Currently, working in the area of HDI, Sensemaking about correlation and causation in Data, 

and Data Visualization.

Education

Samsung R&D | Senior UX Designer


MS @ Indiana university Purdue university
Indianapolis


- Worked on concepts for future technology devices like AR Glass, VR headsets, and
Controllers to enhance the users' experience within a user-centric design process.

- Designed user interface systems and/or experience for Mobile and XR devices like Samsung
Note 20 and AR Glass using the Multi-Model Input method by implementing Humancomputer Interaction (HCI) techniques.

- Led user research, usability testing, and design sprint workshop to gather insights about
behavior, attitude, and emotions of the people.

- Worked with cross-functional stakeholders to strategize and design concepts aligned with
product requirements.

- Visually communicated complex AR and VR concepts through video, animation, or other
media (when appropriate) using prototype tools like a premier pro and Unity 3D.

Major in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) | Present




M.Des @ National Institute Of Design

Major in Digital Game Design | 2016-2019




B.Tech @ NIT, Trichy


Major in Computer Science & Engineering | 2011-2015




Skills
Product Design

Interaction Design

Mixed Reality (AR/VR/XR)

Prototyping

User Research

Usability Testing

Game Design

Front-end Development

Interactive Experience

Tools
Figma

Sketch

Unity3D

3Ds Max

Substance Painter

Unreal Engine

Adobe Suite

Html , CSS , JS , C#

Keynote

Microsoft Office

Bangalore, India | (Jul’19-Jul’22)



WalmartLabs | Product Design Intern

Bangalore, India | ( Oct’18- Mar’19)



- Explored the future of the customer's experience for Walmart stores. Worked with different
cross-functional organizations to define the roadmap of the product.

- Led Gathered requirements by conducting user interviews with 15 participants across the
globe and comprehensive secondary research including competitor & enabler analysis.

- Provided unique and creative design solutions to improve the user experience .

-Led and ideated products from scratch and improved features within a user-centered design
process.

- Led and Developed an End-to-end product prototype in Augmented Reality using Unity 3D
and Sketch.

- presented the final prototype across the globe within the organization and design
recommendations to senior leadership.
Thunderpod | UX onsultan
C

Mum ai, India | (Jul 18-Sep’18)
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- Gathered requirements using design thinking methods and derived valuable insights.

- Conceptualized and created innovative experiences using game design techniques with the
help of Unity 3D.
Ne s laundry | Web Developer
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Del i, India | (201 -2016)
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- Led, Re-designed, and shipped a web-based media portal for 5 million users.

- This resulted in a 16.2 conversion rate and a significant 3. adoption rate.
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-Ecommerce Website Development by using C# and .NetFramework

-Created mockups, and/or high-fidelity prototypes.

Patents
- Multi-Modal Interaction (MMI) based dynamic promotion of Natural User Interface to the
user

*

Graded S 1 patent | pplication date 2nd pril 2021 
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-A method for enhanced interaction with a voice assistant using user accessories data

*

Graded S 1 patent | pplication date 21st ug 2021
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